ABSTRACT. -In this paper, we are dealing with the following semilinear elliptic degenerate problem:
Introduction
In this work, we are interested in obtaining global bifurcation for the following semilinear elliptic degenerate problem:
they prove that for all 0 < λ < 1 4 , aside from the solutions contained in the branch C 1 , there is an uncountable infinity of positive solutions of (P 1 ) all of which but one (obtained by a variational approach) are not in H 1 0 (0, 1). Finally, for λ = 1 4 they prove the existence of a positive solution which belongs to C 0 ([0, 1]) but not to H 1 0 (0, 1). In [9] , the authors deal with the case N 2. Precisely, assuming the following hypothesis on g:
(1) (A): λ − ((N − 2)/2) 2 + lim +∞ (g(s)/s) 0, (2) (B): For all s 0, G(s) = s 0 g(t) dt sg(s)/2, they prove the nonexistence of solutions to (P ). For this, using a moving plane method, they show that every solution to (P ) is radially symmetric which allows them to use O.D.E. techniques.
It is worth noticing the contrast between results in [4] and those in [9] . Thus, the structure of the set of solutions is completely different when we change the dimension of the space. We would like to point out that the type of nondegeneracy which appears in (P ) is crucial to obtain the above results. Then, our goal is to complete the study of the structure of the set of solutions to (P ). On one hand, under apropriate assumptions on g, we prove the existence of connected branches of solutions to (P ) in R × L ∞ (B 1 ) for N 1 or in R × H 1 0 (B 1 ) for N 3. On the other hand, we prove some additional results when g satisfies (A) and (B). So, the outline of the present paper is as follows:
(1) Existence of a global branch of solutions to (P ) when g = s p − s q , 1 < p < q.
(2) Existence of a global branch of solutions to (P ) when g = −s p , 1 < p.
Existence of a global branch of solutions to (P ) when g ∼ s α , 0 < α < 1.
(4) Behaviour of branches of ε-approximated problem when ε → 0 in the case when g satisfies assumptions (A) and (B). Precisely, in Section 2, we recall useful techniques and fundamental theorems we use throughout this paper. Moreover, we explain the approach we adopt to prove the existence of global branches of solutions to (P ).
In Section 3, we apply this approach to the case g(s) ∼ s p − s q , 1 < p < q. We prove the existence of a branch of solutions to (P ), C = λ>a N (λ, u λ ), connected in R × L ∞ (B 1 ), such that:
• Finally, in Section 6, we prove some additional results in the case g(s) ∼ s p . Precisely, considering the pertubated compact Problem (P ε ):
(P ε ) −(|x| 2 + |ε| 2 ) u = λ u + g(u) in B 1 , u ∈ H 1 0 (B 1 ); u 0. We prove that the branch, C ε , given by Rabinowitz's bifurcation theory, vanishes passing to the limit ε → 0. This explains in some sense the nonexistence results contained in [9] .
It is worth noting that |x| 2 does not admit a compact inverse operator in H 1 0 (B 1 ). However, a simple computation shows that −(|x| p ) −1 is a compact operator in H 1 0 (B 1 ) for any 0 < p < 2. Thus, (−|x| 2 ) −1 is a limit of compact operators. This implies that (P ) is not a compact problem and prevents us from applying Rabinowitz's bifurcation theory. So, we follow the approach used in [4] . Precisely, we consider the perturbed problem (P ε ) defined above for which by classical techniques, we prove the existence of a connected branch of solutions in
. Under the assumptions set out in Section 3, 4 and 5, passing to the limit ε → 0, we prove the existence of a connected branch of solutions to (P ). This procedure uses Whyburn's topological results which we recall below.
This approach is very similar to what is done in [2, 5, 7, 10, 21, 22] . Precisely, to obtain existence and global bifurcation to the following problem:
The authors of the above papers consider the same problem in a ball B R :
and passing to the limit R → ∞, they prove the existence of solutions to (P ) and the connectedness of the set of solutions in some well defined Banach space. Finally, we would like to point out that as far as problem (P ) is concerned, the difficulty is to obtain uniform a priori estimates at infinity whereas as regards problem (P ), the difficulty is to obtain asymptotic behaviour of solutions to (P ε ) near 0.
Auxiliary results
In this section, we recall useful techniques and theorems that we use in the next sections. First, we present the main result (see [19] ) in global bifurcation which can be applied in compact situations. THEOREM 2.1 (Rabinowitz, 1971 ). -Let E be a real Banach space with norm · and consider G(λ, ·) = λL · +H (λ, ·) where L is a compact linear map on E and H (λ, ·) is compact and satisfies
is an eigenvalue of L with odd multiplicity} and µ ∈ r(L), then the set:
We apply Theorem 2.1 to prove the existence of branches of solutions to approximated compact problems (P ε ), that we denote C ε throughout this paper. The global behaviour of the branch C ε is given by assertion (i) of Theorem 2.1. Indeed,
is the unique bifurcation point of solutions to (P ε ) and by Hardy's inequality, we have:
In order to obtain uniform estimates of solutions to (P ε ) in L ∞ , we often use the technique of sub and supersolutions (see [1] ) that we recall now briefly in our situation: Ifū is a supersolution to
The proof of this result is based upon the maximum principle. More precisely, using the following iterative scheme:
To prove the existence of a connected set of solutions to (P ), we pass to the limit in the branches C ε by letting ε → 0. For this, we use Whyburn's topological results. We apply Theorem 2.2 as follows: Let {ε n } n∈N ⊂ R such that ε n n→∞ −→ 0 and put:
Proving that n∈N A n is relatively compact in R × L ∞ (B 1 ) or R × H 1 0 (B 1 ) and applying Theorem 2.2, we obtain that lim sup n→∞ A n = C Λ is a connected set of nontrivial solutions
Passing to the limit |Λ| → +∞, we prove that C := lim Λ→∞ C Λ is a global branch of nontrivial solutions to (P ).
The important step in this process is to obtain uniform estimates by below for solutions to the aproximated problem (P ε ), independently to ε. For instance, we prove: 
Since −(|x| 2 + 1) is strictly elliptic, it is easier to obtain uniform a priori estimates for {v λ ε } ε>0 . Moreover, the study of the equation in ([E ε ]) leads to the control of the asymptotic behaviour of solutions to (P ε ) near 0.
Throughout this paper, we adopt the following notational conventions:
Notations.
-(P λ ) (resp. (P ε,λ )) represents problem (P ) (resp. problem (P ε )) with λ fixed. u λ ε denotes a nontrivial solution to (P ε,λ 
and ψ ε is the positive eigenfunction associated to λ ε such that
is a nontrivial solution to (P ε )}. Π R is the projection operator on R. C represents a various positive constant independent of n. However, C(·) depends on (·).
| is the surface area of the unit sphere. Moreover, if a function u is radially symmetric, then we identify u(x) (x ∈ R N ) and u(r) (r := |x|).
3. First example: g(s) = (|s| p−1 − |s| q−1 )s where 1 < p < q
Main results
Throughout this section, we suppose that g(s) = (|s| p−1 − |s| q−1 )s, where 1 < p < q. The main result of this section is:
) satisfying the following assertions:
Remarks.
We would like to point out that from assertions (iii), (iv) and for
It is worth noticing that λ N is not a bifurcation point in L ∞ (B 1 ). 4 . We suspect that a 3 > 0 for all 1 < p < q.
A priori estimates for solutions to the approximated problems (P ε )
In this section, we are interested in obtaining the existence and a priori estimates of a connected set of solutions to (P ε ):
We start by stating the following theorem which is adapted from results in [18] and [20] :
(ii) ε → a ε,N is decreasing and if we define a N := lim ε→0 + a ε,N ∈ R, then
Now, applying Theorem 2.1 and adapting a result from [20] , we have the following theorem:
-There exists a branch of nontrivial solutions to
is a bifurcation point from the set of maximal solutions to (P ε ) and
Proof of Theorem 3.2. -(i)
The existence of a maximal solution to (P ε,λ ),ū λ ε , follows from the iterative scheme (S) defined in Section 2 (here u 0 = β λ , which is a strict supersolution to (P ε,λ )).
By Theorem 2.1, there exists a global branch of nontrivial solutions to
In fact, as in [10] , we can prove that d ε = a ε,N . Now, let λ < λ . Then, takingū = β λ and u = u λ ε , it follows that there exists u λ ε a solution to
Moreover, a ε,N −1. Indeed, since for all t 0, −t + t p − t q 0 and by the maximum principle, there is no solution to (P ε,−1 ). This implies that a N ∈ R. The proof of assertion (i) is now complete.
(ii) Using the sub and supersolution technique, we prove that ε → a ε,N is decreasing. Indeed, let 0 < ε < ε. Then, it suffices to prove that there exists a nontrivial solution to (P a ε,N ε ). For this, remark that u =ū
) and we are done. Now, let us show that
For this, let us consider the following minimization problem:
By compactness arguments, it is easy to show that I λ ε is achieved. Then, to prove (i), it suffices to show that there exist λ < 0, ε > 0 such that I λ ε < 0. For this, we use a technique from [5] . Precisely, we define w λ such that:
We have I λ ε E λ,ε (w λ ) and
Taking λ < 0 such that |λ| is small enough, we have G λ (β λ ) > 0 which implies together with (3.2):
Now, for N 4, by Hardy's inequality, any solution to (P ε,λ ), u λ ε , satisfies:
3) and since N 4:
which yields λ > 0. Finally, if N = 3 and λ < 0 then, by (3. 
This completes the proof of assertion (ii). (iii) is a consequence of Theorem 2.2 and the iterative scheme (S). Indeed, put
which, by Theorem 2.2, is a connected set. This completes the proof of assertion (iii) and Theorem 3.2.
Now, we turn to the proof of Theorem 3.3, which adapts a method from [20] .
Proof of Theorem 3.3. -Let C ε the branch of solutions to (P ε ), obtained by Theorem 2.1. Since Π R C ε = [a ε,N , +∞[, there exists (λ n , u n ) ∈ C ε such that lim n→∞ λ n = +∞. First, by the results from [14] , u n is radially symmetric and radially decreasing. Then, we apply the argument in the proof of assertion (ii) Theorem 4.2 in [10] and we obtain:
Thus, since u n is radially decreasing, −u n (1) n→∞ −→ +∞ which implies that for n large enough:
This together with (λ ε , 0) ∈ C ε implies that
Then, by the maximum principle, it is easy to prove that B is closed and open which contradicts the connectedness of C ε . Thus,
We have that A = C ε − B (λ ε , 0). As in [10] , it is easy to prove that A contains the maximal component of
Moreover, by the arguments leading to (3.6), we prove thatC ε is bounded in R × L ∞ (B 1 ).
Therefore, defining C ε :=C ε ∪C ε , (i) and (ii) follow and the proof of Theorem 3.3 is now complete.
Existence of a global branch of solutions to (P )
We are ready now to prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. -We apply here Theorem 2.2. More precisely, let {ε n } n∈N such that ε n n→∞ −→ 0, {(λ n , u n )} n∈N such that:
Let us prove that {(λ n , u n )} n∈N is relatively compact in R × L ∞ (B 1 ). First, suppose that λ n 0 for all n ∈ N ( for instance, in the case N 4). Moreover, by the maximum principle, it is easy to prove that if λ 0, then:
) ∩ S such that up to subsequences:
Thus, it remains to prove that u n n→∞ −→ u in L ∞ (B 1 ). Since u n is radially decreasing, u is radially decreasing and satisfies:
Multiplying (3.11) by u in (ε, 1), where 0 < ε < 1 and integrating by parts, we obtain:
Hence,
Therefore, there is l ∈ R such that εu (ε) ε→0 + −→ l. The boundedness of u implies that l = 0. Now, since u is radially decreasing and by (3.11), it follows that:
This implies that for all η > 0, there is δ > 0 , N(δ) ∈ N such that:
Indeed, suppose the contrary:
This implies that for n large enough:
This contradicts (3.12). Finally, for all η > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that:
n→∞ −→ 0. Now, suppose that λ < 0 and N = 1, 2. Considering v n = v ε n which is the rescaled function defined in Section 2, we prove that up to subsequences:
Indeed, noting that v n is the maximal solution to ([P ε n ]) ( for this, it suffices to remark that u n is the maximal solution to (P ε n )) and v n L ∞ (B 1/εn ) C, it is easy to prove that there is
By the same arguments as in [5, p. 30-31] , it is easy to prove that For this, note that v(+∞) ∈ Z λ . By using the following minimization problem, we prove that the first case in (3.15) occurs:
First, note that
Therefore, for all n, I n is achieved by a function denoted by w n . Since v n is the maximal solution to ([P ε n ,λ n ]), w n v n . Suppose that the second case in (3.15) occurs. Then, by (3.15) , there is w ∈ L ∞ (R N ) such that
Consider the rescaled function t n such that t n (x) := w λ (ε n x), where w λ is defined in (3.2). We have for N = 1:
Thus, from (3.17), it follows that
Then, by (3.16) and (3.17), it follows:
this contradicts the fact that w is nontrivial. This proves that for N = 1, v ≡ β λ . Finally, to conclude the proof in the case N = 1, let us prove the compactness of u n in L ∞ (B 1 ). For this, we follow the method from [4] , Lemma 3.8: First, we define the unique x n such that u n (x n ) = α λ n = inf{t > 0 | t ∈ Z λ n } > 0 and u n (x n ) 0. Let us prove that |x n | C > 0. Suppose that there exists a subsequence {x n } n ∈N such that x n → 0. By notational convenience, we denote x n = x n and u n = u n . Next, we consider the function g n such that g n (x) := u n (x n x). The function g n satisfies:
As in [4] , there exists C > 0 such that |ε 2 n x −2 n | C. Therefore, up to subsequences, there is
Moreover, by ( * ) and (3.18), g n and g are concave in (0, 1). Using (3.15), we have g n (0) n→∞ −→ β λ . Thus, by concavity and since g n (1) n→∞ −→ α λ , g (1) α λ − β λ 2 (3. 18) which implies that g is nontrivial. As above, since g is bounded and nontrivial, g(0) = β λ and g(+∞) = lim x→+∞ g(x) ∈ Z λ . From (3.18), it follows that g(+∞) = 0. Now, multiplying (3.18) by g and integrating by parts in (0, +∞), we obtain:
which implies, together with g(+∞) = 0,
This yields a contradiction and so, |x n | C > 0. Finally, by compactness arguments, for all δ > 0, u n n→∞ −→ u in L ∞ (|x| δ). Since u n and u are concave near 0,
Then, we conclude as in the case λ > 0. Now, we treat the case N = 2. As above, we prove that
. Indeed, suppose the contrary:
Then, it follows
Thus, choosing ε small enough such that G λ (x) < 0 for all x satisfying |x| M, we obtain:
However,
which yields a contradiction and so, v n
. Now, to show that u n converges to a nontrivial solution, we prove that
For this, we use a "Pohozaev equality". More precisely, multiplying the equation in (P ε n ) by x · ∇u n |x| 2 + |ε n | 2 and integrating by parts, we obtain:
Doing N = 2 in (3.20) and using the fact that
, we prove that there exists C > 0 such that for n large enough:
Thus, (3.19) follows. Now, we can conclude. As above, there is u in
n→∞ −→ 0, it suffices to show that lim r→0 + u(r) = β λ . As above, multiplying the equation in (P ) by u and integrating by parts in (ε, 1) where ε > 0, we obtain:
Since u is bounded and radially decreasing, (3.21) implies that ε 2 u (ε) 2 ε→0 + −→ 0. Therefore, from 
This completes the proof of assertion (ii).
(i) follows from the maximum principle and Theorem 3.2.
(iii) follows from assertion (ii) of Theorem 3.2. Moreover, noting that by (i) of Theorem 3.1, we have:
is proved. Finally, let us prove (v). For this, we take {ε n } n∈N ⊂ R + such that ε n n→∞ −→ 0 and put:
For Λ large enough, A n ⊃C ε n (defined in (3.15) To prove (3.22), we apply a method from [10] . More precisely, we consider v n = v ε n the rescaled function (corresponding to u ε n ) defined in Section 2 and [C ε n ], the corresponding rescaled branch of C ε n .
Fixing ε 0 and defining
], we put for all ε < ε 0 :
First, ∅ ≡ A ε (λ ε , 0). Noting that v ε 0 is a subsolution to ([P ε ]) for all ε < ε 0 , by the maximum principle it is easy to prove that A ε is closed and open. Then, since
Then, there exists ε 0 such that a ε 0 > λ n and (λ n , v n ) ∈ A ε n which implies by definition that: 
. This completes the proof of (v) and Theorem 3.1.
Remarks. -1. Clearly, Theorem 3.1 can be generalized to cover a more general class of functions g as in [10] Section 4. 2. Our approach to prove the existence of solutions to (P ) does not allow us to know whether there exist non radially symmetric solutions to (P ) or not. However, a recent result from [8] improving the results in [14] , proves that any solution to (P ) is radially symmetric. 3. Since a N is not an eigenvalue to −|x| 2 , (a N , 0) cannot be a bifurcation point in
Second example: g(s)
∼ −s p where p > 1
Main results
Throughout this section, we assume the following hypothesis on g: 
If g is strictly convex, then
. Using the method from [16] , we have the following corollary: 
satisfies (H1) and (H2). 2. f (s) = Cs q , such that 1 < q < p, satisfies the assumptions of Corollary 4.2. 3. It is worth noticing that for
N 3, C is closed in R × H 1 0 (B 1 ) but not in R × L ∞ (B 1 ). 4. Since u λ is continuous in B 1 , C is connected in R × C 0 (B 1 ).
A priori estimates of solutions to the approximated problem (P ε )
Here, we are dealing with global bifurcation for (P ε ). Precisely, we prove the following theorem which is adapted from results in [3] . (i) For all λ > λ ε , there is a unique nontrivial solution to (P ε,λ ), u λ ε , radially decreasing, in
follow from the arguments in [3] . Let us prove (iv). Taking
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3.
Existence of a global branch of solutions to (P )
Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. -To prove the existence of C, we apply Theorem 2.2. Take {ε n } n∈N such that ε n → 0 + and
Let us prove that n∈N A n is relatively compact in R × L ∞ (B 1 ). As above, taking (λ n , u n ) ∈ A n , there exists (λ, u λ ), solution to (P ), such that u λ is radially decreasing and up to subsequences:
, it suffices to prove that u λ (0) = lim r→0 + u λ (r) = f −1 (λ). Indeed, we apply the arguments leading to (3.13): since λ N < λ, there exists ε small enough such that λ ε < λ. Then, by the maximum principle, for λ ∈]λ ε , λ[, 0 < u λ < u λ ε which implies that u λ is nontrivial. As above, we prove that u λ (0) ∈ Z λ = {0, f −1 (λ)}. Then, since u λ is radially decreasing and nontrivial, u λ (0) = f −1 (λ). Now, noting that lim inf
we can apply Theorem 2.2 which implies that lim sup
is a connected set of solutions to (P ). Doing Λ 1 → λ N and Λ 2 → +∞ in (4.1), we prove the existence of C = λ>λ N (λ, u λ ), a continuum of solutions to (P ) such that
This completes the proof of the assertions (i), (ii).
(iii) The connectedness of C ∪ (λ N , 0) follows from the same arguments proving (v) in Theorem 3.1. So we don't repeat them. Then, it follows that:
Now, let us prove that for any λ > λ N , u λ is the unique solution in H 1 0 (B 1 ). First, note that since λt + g(t) 0 for any t f −1 (λ), every solution to (P λ ) is less than f −1 (λ) (for this, multiplying the equation in (P λ ) by (u − f −1 (λ)) + and integrating by parts, we obtain (u − f −1 (λ)) + ≡ 0). Then, it suffices to prove the uniqueness of the solution to (P λ 
. The first step of the proof is to note that u λ is the minimal nontrivial solution to (P λ ).
, then, takingū = v λ and u = αψ ε , where α and ε are small enough such that αψ ε < v λ and λ > λ ε , we obtain:
Passing to the limit in ε → 0 + , it follows that αψ ε < u λ v λ . Now, we adapt a method from [3] : First, since u λ ε is the unique solution to (P λ ε ), we have:
Using the monotone convergence theorem (by assertion (iv) of Theorem 4.3), we prove that for any φ ∈ H 1 0 (B 1 ), we have:
Since u λ is a solution to (P λ ), c(λ) = 0. Moreover, if v λ = u λ , then, applying the strong maximum principle in {x/|x| δ} for every δ > 0, we obtain that
Thus, by (H2), it follows that:
which yields a contradiction. This completes the proof of uniqueness of the nontrivial solution to (P λ ) for λ > λ N . Finally, suppose that −g is strictly convex, then
Consider the following minimization problem:
and let {φ n } n∈N a minimizing sequence. It is easy to prove that φ n X C where Suppose that the first case occurs. Then, φ n n→∞ −→ 0 strongly in L 2 (|x| δ) for all δ > 0 and
which implies thatc 
which implies thatc λ > 0. This completes the proof of assertion (iii).
(iv) follows from Hardy's inequality. Indeed, if u λ is a solution to 
For α small enough,
This completes the proof of Corollary 4.2.
Remarks. -1. Let us point out that for α small, we have:
Therefore, we can apply the implicit function theorem and see that for any α ∈ [0, α 0 ]:
In [11] , using Theorem 4.1, the author proves some results about the corresponding evolution heat problem. More precisely, dealing with:
where g satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 and N 3, he proves that if 0 < u 0 f −1 (λ) and u 0 ≡ f −1 (λ), then there is K > 0 such that: 
Third example: g(s)
∼
A priori estimates for solutions to (P ε )
The next result is very similar to what is done in [18] . 
, such that u λ ε is radially decreasing and is the unique nontrivial solution to (P ε,λ ). Moreover:
Proof of Proposition 5.2. -(i), (ii) follow from a direct adaptation of arguments in [18] . Moreover, the uniqueness of the solution u λ ε follows from Theorem 1 in [6] . Finally, since g 0, (iii) follows from Hardy's inequality.
Global bifurcation for Problem (P )
We turn to the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. -The existence and the connectedness of C follow from Proposition 5.2 and the same arguments used in the proof of Theorem 4.1. So, we don't repeat it.
(i) follows from the maximum principle. For this, note that as above, for λ < 0,
Thus, since u λ is continuous, for |x| small enough and λ < λ , u λ (x) < u λ (x). Now, applying for all δ > 0 the strong maximum principle in {x, |x| δ}, we obtain:
for all x such that |x| δ, and this completes the proof of Assertion (i).
(ii) follows from (5.1). (iii) To prove the existence ofC, we need uniform estimates on {u λ ε } ε>0 in H 1 0 (B 1 ). To do this, let us multiply the equation in (P ε ) by u λ ε and integrate by parts, then: 
which together with λ < λ ε − η implies:
From (5.2) and (5.3), for λ < λ N , we obtain for ε > 0 small enough
Therefore, taking {λ n , ε n } such that λ n → λ < λ N and ε n → 0, there exists (λ, u λ ), a nontrivial solution to (P ) in R × H 1 0 (B 1 ) such that:
. Moreover, by assertion (i) of Proposition 5.2 and by Lebesgue theorem, it follows that for every sequence {(ε n , λ n )} n∈N such that ε n → 0 and λ n → λ: By the maximum principle, we see that there is η small enough such that η ∈ Λ δ . Now, let us prove that Λ δ is closed and open wich completes the proof of (iv). Let t 0 := sup{t/t ∈ Λ δ } > 0.
Since u λ and v λ are solutions to (P λ ) in H 1 0 (B 1 ) and by (H6), we have:
Applying the strong maximum principle, we obtain that t 0 v λ < u λ . Since u λ and v λ are continuous in {x, |x| δ}, there is ε small enough such that t 0 + ε ∈ Λ δ which yields a contradiction with the definition of t 0 . This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
